Due to their relatively small densities-of-states and the nearly perfect nesting of their Fermi surf'aces,1*2 Cr and y-Mn alloys are the only transition metals that become antiferromagnetic. In 7 -b alloys, the nested electron and hole Fermi surfaces me close enough in size that the spin-density wave (SDW) is always commensurate (C) with the lattice. So pure Cr and its dilute alloys3 are the only transition metals with an incommensurate (I) SDW. Shortly after the discovery of SDW magnetism in pure Cr, experimentalists' also detected a charge-density wave (CDW) with twice the wavevector and half the period of the SDW. Although many experiments have been performed on the spin excitation^^'^ of pure Cr, it has only now become feasible to measure the charge excitations about the ordered CDW. RecentIy, Fishman and Liug used the random-phase approximation (RPA)
to study the spin excitations of pure Cr and its dilute alloys. In this paper, we review that work and present the first theoretical results for the charge dynamics of I Cr alloys.
In order to minimize the condensation free energy on both sides of the two nested The amplitude eo of the CDW is controlled" by the dimensionless parameter A', which lies between 0 and 1/2. In the limit A' + 0, 6 also vanishes but the ratio S/X' approaches a small nonzero value which depends on the energy mismatch 20. As A' + 1/2, With the additional complexity of two Coulomb constants X and A' instead of one. the charge dynamics may also be studied within the RPA. 16 The charge phasons aze plotted in For fiequencies above about 0.05T; w 4 meV, the charge excitation spectrum amtains six peaks: two on either side of each satellite wavevector 242 and two more on eitber side of G. With increasing energy, the inner four charge phasons dominate the outer two phasons, the CDW satellites will shift inwards towards G, and the inelastic scanering peaks near G will move apart. For frequencies below 67 meV, the inner phason branches evolving from Q> or QL are associated with two peaks which approach each other with increasing energy. The maximum in the phason frequency near 67 meV should produce a large peak in the cross section at a wavevector close to G(l f 81, midway betwm 24', and G .
The predictions of our work on the incommensurate spin dynamics should be srraightforward to test experimentally. With V doping, the spin phason velocity C p h of Cry alloys will increase and the phasons will intersect q = 0 at a higher energy. So at low temperatures, the 60 meV peak in the G/2 cross section should move to higher energies.
Our model for the charge phasons is unlikely to work below about 10 meV. First, the pinning of the CDW by lattice defects will break the translational s p m e t q -of the free energy and introduce an energy gap into the CDW excitation spectrum. Second, the coupling between the CDW and strain wave will hybridize the CDW phasons and lattice phonons at low frequencies. So only above about 10 meV can inelastic scattering be used to study the charge phasons.
Due to the coupling between the SDW and CDW order parameters g and 6 cx X'g2/T'G, So except near the maximum phason frequency of about 67 meV, the charge phasons may not be obsemble using neutrons.
A direct measurement of the charge phasons using x-rays may also be difficult. Relative to the Bragg peak, the inelastic x-ray scattering strength is given by where f = 24 is the number of electrons on a Cr atom and Aar is the instrumental resolution. For the parameters in Fig.2 , w = 0.5T', and a resolution of Awr = 30 meV, Sl/Sc is of order lo-'*. With newly available and improved synchrotron sources, this relative strength may be just large enough to observe the charge excitations.
Using either technique, the peak in the cross section near 67 meV for pure Cr will shift upwards with V doping, as the charge phason velocity increases. However, the location of this peak cross section in momentum space should be relatively insensitive to doping. Since the CDW is enhanced by doping12 with Fe, the chances of detecting charge excitations may be increased by performing inelastic measurements on CrFe alloys. 
